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Task A. Pronounce “s” as /s/ after a voiceless consonant. 
habits  tracks helps  clocks tasks 
minutes  adults tricks  nights  
lights   winks books cups  
 
Task B. Pronounce “s” as /z/ after a voiced consonant and all vowel 
sounds. 
curtains  stories hours screens neighbors 
beds   toys  lullabies ones  phones 
kids   videos babies ways  distractions 
dreams  homes dreams cares   
calls 
 
Task C. Pronounce “s” as /ɪz/ after a “hissing” consonants like z, zz, ss, 
sh, tch, and x. 
places  kisses noises uses   
wishes  voices devices practices  
 
Task D. Read the sentences aloud.  
Your teacher or your partner will circle any -s/-es they did not hear. If 
you’re working with a partner, take turns reading and listening. 

1. Good sleep habits are important for kids and adults. 
2. It should take minutes and not hours to fall asleep. 
3. Put all devices away and prioritize books over phones. 
4. Teach kids to see their beds as places of rest and not where they 

can play with toys. 
5. Adults can avoid distractions too by not doing any work-related 

tasks in bed. 
6. Learn different ways to relax, and use your favorite ones. 
7. Lullabies and stories work for babies and small children. 
8. Adults can learn different meditation practices and save favorite 

videos or audio tracks for this purpose. 
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9. Darkness helps, so close the curtains and turn off the lights. 
10. A warm bath before bedtime helps as might a cup of tea. 

Please don’t have too many cups of strong coffee during the day. 
11. Outside noises can be a problem as can loud voices in the 

house or from the neighbors’ homes. Try to establish quiet for 
your sleeping hours. 

12. Nights will pass with sweet dreams if you can put all cares 
aside. 

13. Goodnight kisses and good night wishes should be kept to a 
minimum with children. You child may like several “curtain calls,” 
but try to avoid these clever tricks to postpone bedtime. 

14. Clocks don’t lie. Pay attention to the time and don’t stay up 
late. Get more than just a few winks of sleep. 

15. Acceptable uses of your phone before sleep include setting 
your alarm and making sure it’s on “do not disturb” mode. 
 

Task E. Discuss the following questions with your teacher and/or 
classmates.  
1. Do you have healthy sleep habits? 
2. How many hours of sleep do you get each night? Does the number 
change on weekends? 
3. What kinds of rituals are part of your bedtime routine? 
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